2001 jeep grand cherokee key

That can cause bigger problems. This article is written with the assumption that your key is
stuck right now, and that you are looking to get it out. Here are some of the most common
reasons why the key would get stuck in the ignition. They are presented somewhat in the order
of most likely to least likely to be the cause. All vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions
have a lock that keeps the key from being removed from the ignition while the vehicle is in gear.
When the vehicle is in any other gear than park will act like neutral and roll away without the
parking brake on. A lot of vehicles are equipped with a steering lock. This lock can bind the
ignition switch and get the key stuck from time to time. This is particularly true on hills. Just be
prepared to prove ownership to Jeep in some way. While it would seem like the most likely
cause for a key to get stuck in the ignition at first, compared to it being a bad key, this is not
nearly as likely. Replacing them can be tricky. This is our recommended order to do them in. Is
the battery charged? If the vehicle still starts it should be fine. But, since this requires almost no
effort to check, why not start here? Low voltage can keep the ignition lock mechanism from
properly functioning. Give the wheel a wiggle while lightly trying to turn the key out of the
ignition. If the steering lock is causing a bind, this will relieve the pressure and get the key out.
This is a very common situation when you park on hills, park with the wheels turned all the way
in one direction, or if the wheels were turned with the vehicle not moving before the ignition was
shut off. Make sure your Grand Cherokee is in park. Even if it is in park, push the shifter up
higher toward park while gently turning the key. If it is, the key should come right out. If you can
still move the key forward, go ahead and do it so that you can get the lubrication spread a little.
Good luck! Parking Lock All vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions have a lock that
keeps the key from being removed from the ignition while the vehicle is in gear. Steering Lock A
lot of vehicles are equipped with a steering lock. This issue often happens with cheap
duplicated keys. If you do massage the key out, go ahead and throw it away. Take the good key
and duplicate it. Just enough to keep it from moving freely. As with a bent key, just start over.
Once something rusts, it comes back a lot easier. Replacing the key would be ideal. Wiggle the
Steering Wheel Give the wheel a wiggle while lightly trying to turn the key out of the ignition.
Shifter Issues Make sure your Grand Cherokee is in park. Skip to main content. Email to friends
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Cherokee key replacement â€” All you need to know. Jeep Grand Cherokee Keys Replacements
by Year â€” Not sure which key you had: regular, transponder chip, or remote key fob? Find out
here. Automotive locksmith coding a new Fobik key â€” Jeep Grand Cherokee. Have you lost
your Jeep Grand Cherokee car keys? What options do I have? Automotive locksmith coding a
new transponder key â€” Jeep Grand Cherokee. Jeep Grand Cherokee key fob battery â€” How
do I change or replace the battery? What is the cost? What size is the battery? And more. The
Jeep Grand Cherokee was introduced in This model has two versions and eight types of keys.
Jeep transponder key coded by an automotive locksmith. Click on the type of key you had or
your year model below to get the most accurate information:. Transponder key on a computer
operated cutting machine. A word of caution: The type of key you need depends on the year and
model of your Jeep Grand Cherokee. Therefore, the options for getting a new key made and
programmed depend on whether you need a remote, an intelligent fob, push to start button, a
transponder, or a regular key. Not ready to call for service just yet? Also, write down the VIN
Vehicle Identification Number of the car located on the left side of the dashboard near the mirror
Click here for more information. The VIN helps the locksmith or dealer verify the year, make, and
model of the car and determine which key you had. Finally, make sure you can show ownership
of the car by having the necessary documents â€” title, ID, insurance card, etc. The newer the
car is, the better the security features the key has. Click here to see the model and type of key

you had for a more accurate price and additional information. Did your replacement key come
from the dealer, or an automotive locksmith? Or did you get it online? Click here to get a more
detailed explanation of how to get a replacement key. However, you will likely have to tow the
car there to program the new key or remote. Therefore, the total price is usually higher. The VIN
allows the dealer or automotive locksmith to access the key code on file, i. There are, however,
two things to consider:. A: The Jeep Grand Cherokee has different types of keys. This process
requires a special programming machine that only an automotive locksmith or the dealer has.
There is no need to program non-transponder metal keys. Jeep Grand Cherokee
non-transponder keys are metal keys that have no chip in them. Therefore, no programming is
needed. These keys, also known as remote smart keys, intelligent keys or key fobs, and
transponder keys, have a security chip. Programming is needed. Also, a special machine is
needed to program them. An automotive locksmith or dealer should do it for you. This process
must be followed for most models made after A: The Jeep Grand Cherokee has a few keyless
entry system options. For year models to , t here is a built-in keyless entry in the remote keys.
The Jeep Grand Cherokee model has different kinds of keys. If your model uses a key fob, here
is some important information you should know about the battery. Jeep Grand Cherokee remote
key fob battery replacement information. You can use the emergency key provided with the key
fob to unlock the car. If you want to start your vehicle, you can do it by placing the key fob in
the charging area once you are in the car. This way, you will be able to start your vehicle EVEN
if the battery is dead. Finally, let the key fob charge until you get to a place when you can
replace the key fob battery. Jeep Grand Cherokee key fobs are battery operated. Every two
years or so, or when the battery is low, you may need to change the key fob battery. Here is all
the information you need. You can order it online here. Finally, remember that your battery life
depends on a few factors such as usage, weather conditions, etc. To better protect your Jeep
Grand Cherokee key fob and extend its battery life it may be a good idea to have a key fob cover
or a case. You can get it online here. Jeep Main Page. Our Blog. Home Page. Contact Us.
Original Jeep key replacement. Replacement Car Key Price Factors. Jeep key fob coding. Jeep
Key Programming Machine. Car Key Cutting Machine. Key fob battery replacement â€” Jeep.
Car Key Battery Replacement Variety. Remote key with 3 buttons used in Skoda Octavia, Fabia
and Rapid without kessy system non keyless. With MultGiga you will be able to connect,
energize and communicate on bench with reading and programming modules of most of
diagnostic devices and immobilizer readers. It also communicates with dashboards and ECU'S.
It has an OBD plug, so it can be connected to a diagnostic equipment, allowing user to read
passwords, unit adaptation, resets, generation of keys and others. It is a very versatile device,
because most of procedures can be done directly on bench, so the presence of the vehicles is
not needeed. This will help you to expand your business because you will be able to
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work on vehicles from different cities. This set includes Bluetooth battery with Bluetooth
technology and software for precoding Fiat keys. There are many advantages: perfect
integration, no need for power cables and longer duration of use. Maximum flexibility. Its stable
and long-term charge up to 10 hours with continuous use makes Decryptor Mini even more
flexible and able to meet the needs of all automotive specialists that want to offer a cloning
service anywhere. Use is immediate: enable the Bluetooth connection on your smartphone or
tablet and access the Keyline Cloning Tool App; Decryptor Mini and the battery will
automatically be recognized by your device allowing you to immediately start cloning
wirelessly. In addition, during charging, Decryptor Mini can be used continuously. Home Brand
Marca Marcas Jeep. Jeep 35 Products. Jeep PIN Code. Add to Compare. For ignition an
additional key is required. Genuine part number: KAB mhz. Showing of 35 item s. Filter By.
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